Top 5 Must-Have Mobile Sports Apps
You can determine the ubiquity of the love for sports by the sheer fondness prevalent in a
majority of our population ranging from the most developed to the underdeveloped countries.
Sports are an activity that can find their way into every person's lives and have ultimately found
their way into video games as well. In this digital era, where we heavily rely on online sources
for the latest updates and news for our beloved sports, it comes off as no surprise that many
sports news channels have sought to broaden their coverage and audience via mobile apps.

Mobile Apps are Seeping into Our Lives
With over 95% of the youth in the UK owning a smartphone, it is a given obvious that all of them
are making their everyday lives work with the assistance of Mobile Apps.
Mobile Apps offer us a number of advantages, which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Convenience and improved user experience
Push notifications for all updates and alerts
Customised and interactive features
Reduced communication costs such as SMS and calling
Instant browsing in the app

Mobile apps automatically tend to engage much more people than regular websites do as
people receive a customized platform whereby they can browse through the options delivered
by the brand and have their work done without having to load pages constantly.
In-app communication saves plenty of communication costs and people can resolve any queries
or issues via the app only. The best and the most attractive quality of mobile apps is their
feature of “Push Notifications” which instantly updates the smartphone user regarding any
breaking news etc.

What are the Must-Have Smartphone Apps for Sports Fanatics?
With no time for watching sports on TV, sports fanatics can quench their thirst for all sports
streaming and updates through the following apps:
1. Google Assistant
For Android users, Google Assistant is a source of eternal bliss. Google is the most used search
engine and boasts of a number of online searches, which also include sports searches as well.
As such, the app namely Google Assistant provides push notifications and updates as per the
settings that you set.
Google Assistant is a suitable sports app because it can notify you of all the news regarding
your preferred teams and one main reason that makes it a highly recommended sports app as

your preferences will be saved in your Gmail account and will be enabled on any device where
you set your Gmail Account.

2. Yahoo Sports
Established in 1997, Yahoo Sports is a sports news website which has developed its own app
as well to cater to a large number of sports app users. It also provides tons of journalism pieces
and in-depth information about all kinds of sports if you are looking forward to reading your
sports news rather than streaming it. Yahoo Sports covers it all from stats to videos to reading
material which makes it another recommended sports app.
It also has provision for “Push Notifications” which can be viewed later as well in the app in case
you have not been able to view your notifications the whole day.
3. ESPN
ESPN is a US-based sports channel and one of the most popular sports channel ever. Which
makes it mobile app one of the most popular sports apps as well. The ESPN has further
variations of its own according to the sport as well and the apps offer live streaming of the
games, stats, push notifications and updates and offers great ways to keep up to date with your
favourite teams.
With a feed covering news about every sport in the world and every league in the world, this app
is a must-have for any sports fan in the world.
4. CBS Sports
Flagship property of the CBS Corporation, CBS is a commercial broadcast television and radio
network providing you news for everything including sports. The CBS app is no lesser than the
other apps and offers 24-hours sport channel with news, commentary, and events and live
streaming at no cost.
Browse scores and read the news and get updates on your favourite sports with this brilliant app
on your smartphone!
5. YouTube
The whole world is aware of YouTube as the ultimate video-sharing website with options for live
streaming and channel subscriptions as well in the latest. The app is found on every
smartphone in the world and as far as sports fanatics are concerned, you can find every sport
within an hour of its broadcast on YouTube and now you can even watch it live.
YouTube is definitely a recommended app if sports fanatics are looking to find archived videos
on sports as well as live streaming through the sports channels.

